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Common Laboratory Abnormalities
• CSF: White cell count <10. elevated protein level
• EMG: Any 3 of the following:

– Partial conduction block of at least one motor nerve
– Reduced conduction velocity of at least two motor nerves
– Prolonged distal latency of two motor nerves
– Prolonged F-wave latencies of 2 motor nerves, or absent F-waves

Treatment
After determining the diagnosis as CIDP, patient was started on an IVIG trial. The patient 
responded well to the treatment and within two weeks, her strength had improved to the 
point where she could participate in rehabilitation. Patient was sent to rehab with continued 
IVIG treatment as she continued to have improvement in strength.

Characteristic Features of Patient
The patient demonstrated multiple physical findings suggestive of CIDP, including:
• Areflexia
• Progressive weakening past four weeks duration
• Albuminocytolgic dissociation
• Motor and sensory dysfunction of all extremities

Generally duration of symptoms is important to distinguish acute from chronic. Her current 
timeline would suggest a subacute polyneuropathy. As she continued to worsen however 
past the expected nadir of Guillain Barre, and that she had appreciable response with high 
dose steroids, her clinical picture fit more with CIDP.

Discussion
There is a wide differential for weakness that occurs especially within the ICU setting, and 
prompt recognition of etiology is essential for proper care. The patient in this case had a 
severe episode of Necrotizing Pneumonia with Septic Shock, and when recovered, the patient 
was found to be weak globally. 
The history might suggest an acute episode of Guillain-Barre or ICU induced myopathy, but 
due to the illness, there was no way to determine when the weakness began.
Regardless if it was CIDP or AIDP(Guillain Barre) the treatment modality of choice was IVIG, 
which was given as a tapered dose. The patient’s improvement was almost immediate, with 
appreciable differences in strength following one-two days of treatment, which further lends 
credence to the diagnosis.
This case demonstrates the importance of a wide differential for determination of current 
symptoms. Patient continued to have improvement through to going to rehab and was sent in 
between rehab to the hospital for continued management with IVIG, with rapid improvement in 
strength. She did not develop any side effects or lasting complications from her severe illness 
that was appreciable during her recovery period.
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Case Report
A 50-year-old caucasian female with a past history of Lupus, Bipolar disorder, and Crohn’s 
disease presented to the hospital for shortness of breath, and was diagnosed with Septic 
shock secondary to pneumonia complicated by severe neutropenia. Patient had 
desaturations requiring intubation for management with sedation, and received a prolonged 
course of antibiotics for management; eventually determined to have a necrotizing 
pneumonia.
After initial critical illness improved, she was extubated and found to have severe diffuse 
weakness of her extremities bilaterally that was not present before admission. She 
continued to improve with her respiratory status but her weakness persisted to eventually 
being past four weeks from admission for pneumonia and extending to eight weeks when 
discharged.

Physical Exam
Extremities: edema of lower extremities, pedal pulses, radial pulses palpable
Musculoskeletal: decreased ROM, significant weakness of all extremities, power 2/5 at best 
effort
Neuro/CNS: diffuse symmetric weakness of bilateral upper and lower extremities, power 
slightly above 1/5 globally, Cranial nerves intact, AAOx3, absent tendon reflexes

Findings
MRI Lumbar Spine: DJD, no acute process identified
CSF total protein: 207.8
CSF WBC: 0
CK: 24
TSH: 25.25, receiving Levothyroxine

Assessment
The patient suffered from continued global weakness of her extremities, being unable to 
resist gravity that was present after admission for septic shock. The differential diagnosis at 
the time included Critical Illness Myopathy, Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating 
Polyneuropathy, and Guillain Barre Syndrome. Assistance was obtained with Neurology 
with management and continued workup. MRI findings and CSF with demonstrated 
albuminocytologic dissociation was more suggestive of a demyelinating disease, and with 
the time course of over four weeks since admission and positive response to a trial of 
steroids, it was presumed that patient had developed CIDP. 

Conclusion
The clinical findings of CIDP include:
(1) progressive limb weakness, usually with a predilection for proximal muscles, sensory loss, 

and areflexia with a relapsing or progressive course; 
(2) electrophysiological features of demyelination, including prolonged distal motor and F-

wave latencies, reduced conduction velocities, and conduction block and temporal 
dispersion; 

(3) laboratory features of albumino-cytological dissociation in the cerebrospinal fluid; and 
(4) inflammation, demyelination, and remyelination on nerve biopsy

The diagnosis in this particular case had to be done primarily on a clinical basis due to 
limitations of testing modalities available. However, treatment with IVIG confirmed the 
diagnosis with rapid improvement of motor function.  There are multiple variants and 
treatments to CIDP, with up to 30% having no effect, making this disease process a 
challenging case for the practitioner to adequately manage.
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